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ABOUT US

Rebuilding Together has been serving Pitt County since 2007
and is an affiliate of the leading national non-profit dedicated to
repairing homes, revitalizing communities and rebuilding lives
with a vision for safe homes and communities for every person.
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Who We Are

Deliver practical solutions, at no cost to beneficiaries, that
allow neighbors and their families to be safer, healthier and
more independent in their homes.
Systematically target 25 critical health and safety priorities in
every home we touch.
Our work preserves critical, affordable housing opportunities
and stabilizes and revitalizes neighborhoods.

What We Do

Home must be in Pitt County or Greene County.
The applicant must own and live in the home.
The homeowner must be at or below the 50% median income
level for the county.
Priority is given to older adults, people living with disabilities,
veterans and multi-generational families.

Eligibility



YEAR IN REVIEW
After a two year hiatus, Rebuilding Together Pitt County hired a
full-time, paid staff person to work with the Board to bring its
mission and vision back to life. 

We began performing home assessments in May of 2022 and
started work on projects that same month. Over the past 12
months, Rebuilding Together Pitt County was able to complete
37 projects in 23 homes in our community. We used a
combination of paid contractors and volunteers to complete
these repairs. 

In May 2022, we signed a lease for a small office space in the
Heart for ENC office building, moving into a larger, private space
a few months later. Not only has this given RTPC a home, but
being a part of Heart for ENC has opened doors to new funding
opportunities, networking with other non-profits and providing
training to help us to build a stronger non-profit.

And finally, our Board of Directors has grown in these last
twelve months. We now have eight Board members, five of
which have joined in the last twelve months. They bring a wealth
of knowledge and connections. This is an excited team, eager to
help the organization succeed so it can provide more assistance
to our neighbors in need.

We are so grateful for the support from our community and look
forward to building upon this growth!
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HIGHLIGHTS
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Rebuilding Together Pitt County completed 37 projects
in 23 homes beginning from June 2022 to June 2023.
These repairs assisted 37 residents with living safer and
healthier in their homes. Projects included roof
replacements, moisture remediations, replacing doors,
flooring, plumbing repairs, deck repairs, railings and
bathroom modifications. 

23 37 37
Homes Projects Residents



FINANCIALS
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REVENUE

Rebuilding Together Pitt County was extremely fortunate to
receive funding early on in its re-opening. Thanks to a few
community foundations and a weatherization grant from the NC
Department of Environmental Quality, we were able to complete
some much-needed repairs.

The general and administrative expenses accounted for less than
15% of the $243,000 budget, leaving more than 85% for direct
program expenses.

Government Grants
62.9%

Foundations
29.1%

Corporations
6.5%

Gifts in Kind
0.7%

EXPENSES
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THANKS FOR YOUR CONTINUED SUPPORT!
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Words cannot express my
gratitude for all Rebuilding

Together has done for me. - 
 Jeanna, homeowner

Never has beating and
banging sounded so

beautiful to my ears. Thank
you, your org. and God for

this blessing.
-Patricia, homeowner


